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Introduction

Spike-triggered averages (SpikeTA) of rectified 
electromyographic activity (EMG) provide one way to 
examine the relationship between the firing rate of action 

potentials from one neuron and the activity of one muscle, 
recorded by EMG.  By summing together multiple fragments 
of EMG aligned at the time of the neuron’s action potential, one 
can evaluate the functional connection between the neuron and 
the muscle.  If this summation produces a significant peak or 
trough, it may indicate that the neuron has either a facilitatory 
or suppressive input onto the muscle, respectively, that is time-
locked to the firing rate of the neuron.  If this peak or trough 
is determined to be significantly different from the baseline 
activity at a fixed time following each of the cortical neuron’s 
action potentials, then it may represent a direct connection to 
the motoneuron pool.1  Such a peak or trough is referred to 
as a post-spike effect (PsPE).  However, if the summed EMG 
fragments produce no peak or trough but instead show a rather 
level line of noise, there is no functional connection between 
the neuron and muscle. 

In the bulk of literature, PsPEs are believed to be constant.  
Only few studies have shown that the functional connections 
represented in PsPEs are not constant, but vary randomly 

in time while executing a motor task.2  Other studies claim 
this PsPE variation to be dependent on the level of EMG 
activity.3  Unpublished experiments from our lab agree that 
PsPEs fluctuate, but rather than an EMG-level dependent or 
random variation of PsPEs in time, we found the variance to 
be specific to the type of movement and dependent on whether 
the movement was executed correctly or incorrectly.  

Specifically, these unpublished findings from our lab 
demonstrated that PsPEs that were present during movements 
performed according to instruction, or correct movements, 
often became deactivated during incorrect movements.  In 
fact, this observation, displayed graphically in Figure 1A, was 
very frequently observed.  Only rarely did a neuron-muscle pair 
exhibit a pattern, such as that shown in Figure 1B, in which 
a functional connection was absent during correct trials, but 
became activated during error trials.  Interestingly, if there 
was no PsPE produced by one neuron-muscle pair in all trials 
grouped together, a significant PsPE was often observed when 
only using physiological activity recorded during correct 
movements.  Only very rarely did PsPEs emerge when only 
using activity recorded during error trials if there was no PsPE 
produced from all trials grouped together.  Furthermore, PsPEs 
were also found to fluctuate with a specific type of finger 
movement.  As shown in Figure 2, PsPEs that were present 
during one finger movement were often absent during a 
different finger movement, with no EMG level-dependence on 
this variation.  Therefore, it seemed that PsPEs vary depending 
on whether a movement is executed according to instruction 
and vary by the type of movement being performed. 

Variation in PsPEs would be more effectively demonstrated 
if one could somehow show that they can be rapidly and 
reproducibly changed. Therefore, we designed a task that 
required a monkey to operantly condition the neural activity 
produced by one M1 neuron to fire synchronously with the 
motor activity produced by EMG from one muscle.  Presumably, 
the ability to operantly condition the synchronous firing of M1 
neurons and muscles would implicate that some change in the 
functional connections between such neurons and the muscles 
must be occurring. Given the potential, rapid dissociation of 
neural activity from muscular activity that has been recently 
shown,4 these variations in functional connections between 
motor cortex and muscles seemed potentially alterable on a 

Figure 1: Figure 1A shows PsPEs present in error trials, but not in correct 
trials in the SpTAs of one neuron and seven different muscles.  Figure 1C 
shows PsPEs present in correct trials, but absent in error trials in the SpTAs 
of one neuron with three different muscles.  Significance was determined at 
the p <0.05 level.  P values for each SpTA effect are located on the figure on 
the y axes.
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small time scale.  However, it remained unclear how variations 
in PsPEs, and therefore the strength of functional connections 
between motor cortex and muscle fibers, would change and 
whether these potential changes would be reproducible if the 
synchronous activation of one neuron and one muscle was 
operantly conditioned.

 The feasibility of operantly conditioning cortical neurons 
and muscles has been demonstrated in previous studies in which 
both cortical neurons and muscles have been independently 
operantly conditioned to increase their physiological activity.  
In one experiment, rats only received rewards with an increased 
muscular response to the H reflex.5  Since this reflex can occur 
in the absence of cortical input, this demonstrated the ability 
to operantly condition an increase in muscular activity alone, 
and therefore condition a specific muscle’s activity.  In other 
studies, single neurons that initially held variable relationships 
to specific movements became increasingly movement-specific 
over a period of time during which they were operantly 
conditioned to increase their firing rates,6 demonstrating the 
potential to operantly condition neural activity and reinforce 
the co-modulation of simultaneous neural and muscular 
activity.  

Operantly conditioning the activity of one neuron at a time 
has also been complimented by experiments that operantly 
conditioned the activity of pools of neurons together.  In rats, 

neural population functions from motor cortex extracted during 
bar-pressing behavior could replace bar-pressing behavior 
altogether as a reward contingency, suggesting that rewards 
can alter firing patterns of groups of neurons in the absence of 
the original muscular activity first associated with the neural 
population function.7  Therefore, we predicted there would 
be changes in PsPEs as the reward contingency changed from 
the squeeze task to the co-modulation of neural and muscular 
activity from one neuron-muscle pair.  This would indicate a 
real, reproducible variation in PsPE that is task-specific and not 
simply a random occurrence over different time periods.

The disputed variation in the functional relationships 
between neural and muscular activity has also been previously 
suggested by experiments that reinforced the dissociation of 
isometric EMG activity from cortical unit activity.  Monkeys 
were able to produce operant bursts of unit activity in the 
absence of isometric EMG activity,8 implying a necessary 
change in functional connectivity between motor cortex 
neurons and muscles.  Therefore, operantly conditioning one 
neuron to fire synchronously with different muscles in isolated 
blocks of trials repeatedly seemed feasible and held the potential 
to demonstrate that PsPEs were not only inconstant, but could 
be reproducibly changed.  

Figure 2: The figure above shows the variations in SpTAs of the same neuron-muscle pair during different finger movements, denoted by the column titles.  The 
number represents the finger involved in the task while the letter “f ” or “e” represents flexion or extension, respectively.  For example 1f represents 1st finger flexion 
task, whereas 5e represents 5th finger extension task.  W represented wrist.  This neuron-muscle pair showed obvious PsPEs in 2f, 4f, 1e, 4e, and 5e, but during 
none of the other finger movements.
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The activity of an M1 neuron was detected by a 
microelectrode, then discriminated on-line.  The largest action 
potentials were used to trigger a one-shot which emitted 
a six-millisecond pulse.  A TEMPO server then read this 
information into one channel and generated pulses of light in 
one red LED with each pulse it received from the one-shot.  
A separate channel carried  information generated by the 
EMG activity of one forearm muscle.  First, the EMG activity 
recorded from a chronic implant in one muscle was amplified 
and discriminated on-line.  Bursts above the noise were used to 
trigger a one-shot which again emitted a six-millisecond pulse 
that the same TEMPO server read, activating pulses of light 
in the other red LED.  Using this setup, we could provide the 
monkey with visual feedback about simultaneous muscular 
and neural activity from one muscle and one neuron.

After recording 10,000 spikes of baseline activity while the 
monkey executed the squeeze task, we switched him to the 
operant conditioning task.  During the operant conditioning 
task, the monkey was rewarded for producing a threshold 
number of simultaneous pulses on both channels within a given 
time period.  Both the threshold number of pulses and the time 
period were subject to our control.  If the monkey accumulated 
a greater number of simultaneous pulses than threshold within 
the specified time frame, the monkey received a water reward 
and the pulse count in TEMPO was reset to zero.  Otherwise, 
at the end of the time period  the pulse count in TEMPO was 
reset to zero as the next time period began.  The lights used 

Methods
One monkey was initially trained to perform a visually-

cued squeeze task.  As the monkey sat in a primate chair, the 
left elbow was restrained in a molded cast, and the left hand 
was free to grip a manipulandum consisting of a piece of PVC 
pipe with a flap of the same pipe removed and secured a few 
millimeters from the pipe by a screw, providing a cylindrical 
structure for the monkey to squeeze.  Beneath the flap, there 
was a microswitch that was closed if the monkey squeezed the 
flap.  Each monkey typically placed its thumb on the back or 
inside of the cylindrical manipulandum, gripping the flap with 
his hand.  In front of the monkey, there was a display with a 
row of 3 LEDs.  

At the beginning of each trial in the squeeze task, a yellow, 
centered LED was illuminated.  The monkey was required to 
wait an initial hold period of 1500 ms before a red, LED on 
the far left was illuminated, signaling the monkey to squeeze 
the manipulandum.   If the monkey squeezed as instructed, 
thereby closing the microswitch, a green light between the 
yellow and the red light was illuminated, and the yellow light 
was extinguished, cueing the monkey that the squeeze was 
occurring.   The monkey had to maintain the squeeze for a 
final hold period of 150 msec in order to complete the trial and 
receive a water reward.  If the monkey failed to squeeze, the trial 
ended in an error and a new trial began with the illumination 
of the yellow light, signaling the beginning of the initial hold 
period. 

Figure 3: The above figure shows the raw data for a typical recording during the switch from the squeeze task (the half of the picture left of “B”) to the OC task 
(the half of the picture right of “B”).  The bottom sixteen rows represent the EMG activity of the various muscles, with each row representing a separate muscle.  
The row labeled A represents the raw neural activity recorded.  The row above A is the discriminated pulses from the muscle being conditioned at the switch to 
the OC task.  The row below A is the discriminated neuron pulses.  At B, the task was switched to OC task.  Noticeably, there is a change in the frequency of 
EMG bursts, of neural firing rate, and of tonicity in both. 
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in the voluntary movement tasks were extinguished during 
OC so the monkey would be aware that rewards were being 
administered both red LEDs simultaneously and that the task 
was now the OC task.  

Once a neuron was well-isolated, each recording of an M1 
neuron consisted of a similar sequence of tasks that was as 
follows: 1) voluntary squeeze task (to record baseline SpTAs) 
2) OC task 3) voluntary squeeze task (to record any changes 
in baseline due to the OC task).  Time sequence 2, the OC 
task, was executed with one muscle until around 10,000 
spikes accumulated.  Then, the OC task usually remained on 
and a different muscle replaced the first muscle in the OC 
contingency.  This meant the monkey now had to increase the 
synchronous activity of the same neuron and a different muscle.  
Each recording session typically included multiple repetitions 
of the OC task with different muscles after accumulating 
around 10,000 spikes before selecting each new muscle.  

Since this is still a pilot study, the muscles involved in the 
contingencies were selected for different reasons each time.  
Sometimes, we attempted to strengthen potentially tiny effects 
and other times we attempted to create obviously non-existent 
effects.  Over time, it seemed that whenever a neuron-muscle 
pair being conditioned in the OC task produced an obvious 
PsPE, it caused the activation of even more effects.  So we began 
conditioning the same neuron-muscle pair multiple times 
interleaved with other muscles to see if these same patterns 
reappeared and returned depending on the specific muscle 
being conditioned rather than because of random changes in 
PsPEs naturally occurring over time.

Data collection
After training, aseptic surgery under isoflurane anesthesia 

was used to perform a craniotomy over the right central sulcus 
at the level of the hand representation, to implant a rectangular 
Lucite recording chamber over the craniotomy, and to implant 
head-holding posts.  Once the monkey had recovered from 
this procedure and had become accustomed to performing 
the squeeze task with its head held stationary, EMG electrodes 
made of 32 gauge, Teflon insulated, multi-stranded stainless 
steel wire (Cooner AS632, Chatsworth, CA) were implanted 
percutaneously using aseptic technique in 8 to 16 forearm and 
hand muscles under Ketamine anesthesia, using techniques 
adapted from those of Cheney and colleagues.9  For forearm 
muscles, each wire was stripped of insulation for 1 mm, passed 
retrograde for 2 mm into a 23-gauge hypodermic needle, the 
needle was passed percutaneously into the muscle belly, and 
then the needle was withdrawn, leaving the wire tip fish-
hooked in the muscle belly.  To implant intrinsic muscles of 
the hand, wires were tunneled separately for each muscle from 
a 5 mm incision on the dorsal aspect of the forearm to a 5 
mm incision on the dorsal aspect of the hand, wire tips were 
stripped and inserted into the muscle belly using hypodermic 
needles, and then the incisions were closed with subcuticular, 
absorbable suture.  

For both forearm and intrinsic muscles, 2 wires were placed 
5- 10 mm apart in the long axis of each muscle belly to provide 
a bipolar recording configuration.  Four bipolar pairs were 
led to a single external connector.  Appropriate location of 
each bipolar pair was confirmed by observing the movements 
evoked with intramuscular stimulation (1-sec trains of 100 Hz 
biphasic, constant current pulses, 200 msec per phase, 10-1000 
mA).  

Externally, the wires and connectors were held in place with  
Tegaderm, covered with a self-adhesive wrap (Vetrap, 3M), 
and the monkey was placed in a jacket  (Alice King Chatham, 
Hawthorne, CA) with heavy Cordura sleeves to prevent removal 
of the electrodes.  During subsequent recording sessions the 
sleeve and self-adhesive wrap were removed, exposing the 
connectors held in Tegaderm.  Implanted electrodes typically 
functioned well for 2-3 weeks, after which they were removed by 
loosening the elastic adhesive tape with acetone and then gently 
pulling each wire out through the skin.  Then, another set of 
EMG electrodes was implanted.  Muscles implanted typically 
included 16 of the following: thenar eminence (Thenar); first 
dorsal interosseus (FDI); hypothenar eminence (Hypoth); flexor 
digitorum profundus, radial region (FDPr); flexor digitorum 
profundus, ulnar region (FDPu); flexor digitorum profundus, 
proximal ulnar region (FDPpu); flexor digitorum superficialis 
(FDS); flexor carpi radialis (FCR); palmaris longus (PL); flexor 
carpi ulnaris (FCU); abductor pollicis longus (APL); extensor 
pollicis longus (EPL); extensor digiti secundi et tertii (ED23); 
extensor digitorum communis (EDC); extensor digiti quarti et 
quinti (ED45); extensor carpi radialis (ECR); extensor carpi 
ulnaris (ECU), and supinator (Sup). 

Thereafter, in daily recording sessions, conventional 
techniques were used to record single M1 neurons simultaneously 
with EMG activity from the implanted forearm and hand 
muscles (EMG amplification 2,000-100,000 x, bandpass 0.3-3 
kHz, sampling frequency ~4 kHz per channel) as the monkey 

Figure 4: This figure represents the SpTAs from one neuron and 16 different 
muscles (each muscle in a different row).  Each column represents the averages 
computed from physiological activity occurring in separate tasks.  The first 
column represents the SpTAs from activity generated during the OC task 
with the ED45 muscle as the conditioned muscle, with the second column 
representing the OC task with the conditioned muscle being FDPU.  The last 
column represents the SpTAs generated after returning to the OC v ED45 
paradigm.  Noticeably, the SpTAs showed roughly the same specific patterns 
in both the first and second time a specific neuron-muscle contingency was 
included in the OC task.  Therefore, the variations in PsPEs are reproducible 
and seem to depend in part on the muscle being conditioned.
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performed the task.  One data acquisition interface was used 
to store data to disk on one host PC, which also provided a 
scrolling display of all neuron and EMG recordings (Power1401 
interface, Spike2 software, Cambridge Electronic Design, 
UK). A second identical data acquisition interface and host 
PC running AVE software (courtesy Shupe, Fetz and Cheney) 
were used concurrently to form initial on-line averages of 
rectified EMG for each channel using data segments extending 
± 50 msec from the time of all neuron spikes.  M1 neurons that 
produced an effect evident in the on-line average of at least one 
muscle were recorded until 10,000 spikes had accumulated 
before switching the task.  Each recording lasted as long as 
satisfactory isolation could be maintained or until recording 
10,000 spikes while the monkey executed the squeeze task one 
final time at the end of the task sequence. 

Analysis of SpikeTA effects
If any SpTA showed a peak (or trough) still significant at the 

p < 0.05 level, the neuron was accepted as producing a PsPE.  
The variability in PsPEs across different tasks was evaluated 
in terms of significance level changes and by changes in the 
amplitude of the PsPE, measured the peak percent increase 
(PPI).  The PPI was calculated by finding the maximum (for a 
peak, or minimum for a trough) of the SpTA waveform between 
the onset and offset, subtracting the baseline mean, and then 
dividing the result by the baseline mean and multiplying by 
100. 

Results
The monkey quickly understood the switch from the 

voluntary task to the OC task without any trouble, evident 

Figure 5: Represents the SpTAs generated from one neuron and 16 different muscles (each row is a different muscle).  Each column represents a different task.  
For example, OC v ECRB represents the OC task with the ECRB muscle as the conditioned muscle.  Each OC task was completed twice, with the second time 
designated with a 2 at the end of the task name.  “Post” represents a return to the squeeze task.

Figure 5B: Plots of the PPIs for two different neuron-muscle pairs taken from Fig.  5A.  The top line represents the PPI changes across the tasks in ECRB.  The 
bottom line represents the PPI changes across the tasks in FCU.  Evidently, PPI varies with the task paradigm, and similar PPIs are observed when the same OC 
task is repeated.  Therefore, changes in PPI are not simply randomly occurring with time.
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in the rapid change in both neural and muscular activity 
in response to the task change.  A typical example of the 
physiological changes that accompanied a switch from the 
squeeze task to OC task is depicted below in Figure 3.  The 
switch from squeeze task to OC task was immediately followed 
by the monkey releasing the squeeze manipulandum and the 
initiation of small wrist and hand movements that persisted 
until the voluntary task began again and he resumed his grip 
of the manipulandum.  This change in behavior was reflected 
in the patterns of EMG activity in each muscle, with more 
tonic activation of some muscles, and rapid bursts of much 
greater frequency in others.  The rapid changes in behavior 
and muscular activity were accompanied by a similarly sudden 
increase in the neuron’s firing rate. Often a more tonic neural 
discharge occurred as well. 

When switching between muscles the monkey was required 
to activate in the OC task, noticeable changes in SpTAs 
were observed, with PsPEs of one neuron and many muscles 
changing depending on the task paradigm (OC or voluntary 
squeeze tasks), and the muscle being conditioned.  In 59 
neuron-muscle pairs, switching from baseline to OC task, 
from an OC task with one conditioned muscle to an OC task 
with a different conditioned muscle, and from the OC task 
to baseline again, the significance levels and the shapes of the 
PsPEs changed. Remarkably, as evident in Figure 4 below, 
when re-conditioning a previously conditioned muscle during 
the same recording session for a given neuron, SpTA patterns 
in all muscles re-emerged in remarkably similar fashion each 
time the specific muscle was operantly conditioned.  Similarly, 
each time the monkey began the squeeze task again, either 
before or after the OC task, the SpTA patterns for the same 
neuron across all muscles regained their original forms. 

Interestingly, even when a neuron-muscle pair’s PsPE did 
not vary in significance level from one experimental task to 
the next, the height of the SpTAs, measured by peak percent 
increase (PPI), often changed, indicating a task-dependent 
variation in PsPE amplitude.  As depicted in Figure 5 below, 
the height of the SpTAs varied with the task paradigm in 
both neuron-muscle pairs with facilitory (positive PPI) effects 
and inhibitory (negative PPI) effects.  Like the variations in 
significance level, each time the same neuron-muscle pair 
was conditioned, the PPIs across multiple muscles returned 
to about the same number.  However, in this preliminary 
study, the number of neuron-muscle pairs that regained the 
same significance level and PPI each time they were operantly 
conditioned with specific muscles has not yet been quantified.   

In all, SpTAs were obtained for 50 neurons and 176 
neuron-muscle pairs in the M1 hand representation of the 
monkey.  However, in this preliminary report, only 12 neurons 
were used for the analysis.  To quantify the amount of neuron-
muscle pairs that changed in significance level and in PPI 
across a population of neuron-muscle pairs, the following 
anlaysis was performed.  If the PsPE was significant during 
at least one of the OC tasks, the PPI occurring during this 
OC task was extracted.  Then, for each neuron-muscle pair, all 
extracted PPIs were compared to find the largest PPI change 
from baseline to OC task.  The maximum change in PPI 
from baseline to the OC task for each neuron-muscle pair was 
compiled into a histogram to observe the frequency of various 
amounts of change in PPI over baseline during the OC task.  

The histogram, shown in Figure 6 below, showed that 117 
neuron-muscle pairs produced no significant change in PPI 
when going from baseline to the OC task, whereas 59 neuron-
muscle pairs did produce effects during the OC task and had 
PPIs that varied from baseline by as much as 20 in both positive 
and negative directions.  Furthermore, PsPEs induced during 
the OC task were mostly facilitory rather than inhibitory.  

On rare occasions when two neurons were being recorded 
on the same electrode, the monkey was able to increase the 
firing rate of one unit without largely affecting the isolation 
or firing rate of the other unit.  More interestingly, the SpTA 
changes in one neuron produced during the OC task were not 
mirrored in the SpTA changes of the other neuron.  In most 
all neuron-muscle pairs, SpTAs recorded in the return to the 
squeeze task after the OC task was finished strongly resembled 
the SpTAs recorded during baseline, implying the induced 
changes in functional connections were task-specific and not 
permanent.

Discussion
Evidently, changes in functional connections can be 

influenced by the voluntary synchronous activation of a 
neuron-muscle pair.  However, it is unclear whether these 
changes result from an increased rate of tonic neural and 
EMG activity or an increase in total physiological activity from 
cortex and all muscles that is causing these changes in SpTAs.  
It is clear that when the task switches from the squeeze task 
to the OC task, the monkey usually increases the firing rate 
and/or tonicity of the neuron and/or muscles.  However, the 
changes in functional connections that occurred in response 
to task changes were very different across all sixteen muscles, 
and differed from neuron to neuron as well.  Therefore, it 
is reasonable to conclude that it is not merely the increased 
tonicity and activity of both neurons and muscles during the 
OC task that was causing the observed changes in SpTAs, 
but the actual changes in functional connections between the 
neuron and the muscles being recorded.

Interestingly, the neuron-muscle pair being conditioned 
to synchronously fire did not always produce a PsPE in the 
OC task, even when inducing effects in other muscles.  This 
is expected because not every neuron recorded is presumed to 
have a functional connection with one of the sixteen muscles we 
were recording.  Therefore, increasing the simultaneous activity 
of both neuron and muscle can not activate a connection that 
is not present.  However, the fact that SpTA changes could be 
induced in many muscles by conditioning the neuron with a 
different muscle implies that the monkey was making some 
movement with his hand that increased the synchronous 
activity of the neuron and the required muscle, while activating 
functional connections between that neuron and other muscles.  
Again, this supports the idea that it is not merely the increased 
firing rate or tonicity of the neural and muscular activity that is 
responsible for the observed changes in SpTAs, as the monkey 
is increasing the EMG burst frequency and tonicity across all 
muscles, with only some producing changes in SpTAs.

    The reemergence of extremely similar SpTA patterns across 
all muscles when conditioning the same muscle multiple times 
in separate blocks during one recording provides evidence that 
the SpTA changes are a real, task-specific phenomenon, not 
just random fluctuations in functional connections that occur 
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over time.  Based on our unpublished findings that PsPEs vary 
with the type of finger movement being executed, this finding 
is not surprising because the monkey is presumably executing 
a different task each time a different muscle is added to the 
OC contingency.  Thus, it is not surprising that the PsPEs 
were often specific to the OC task neuron-muscle pair being 
conditioned and could be reliably reproduced by repeating a 
the OC task with the same neuron-muscle contingency.

In the future, the number of neuron-muscle pairs that 
regained the same significance level and PPI each time a 
specific neuron-muscle pair was operantly conditioned to be 
synchronously activated should be quantified to ensure that 
this change is, in fact, real.  In addition, the increased firing 
rate and muscle activity seen during the OC task must also be 
controlled for to ensure it is not causing the observed changes 
in PsPEs.   One method of doing this would be to plot the 
correlation between changes in the firing rate of the neuron 
against changes in PPI and significance levels observed in each 
separate task.  This should be done for each neuron so the 
population of neurons can be evaluated.  Furthermore, while 
it would also be useful to quantify the correlation between 
changes in EMG activity for each muscle with changes in PPI 
and significance levels to confirm that changes in PsPEs are not 
due to increased EMG activity sine other studies have claimed 
EMG-dependent variation in PsPEs.3  

  In future studies stemming from this project, it would be 
interesting to include a second neuron in the OC paradigm 
to determine whether the changes in PsPEs observed could 
be induced and constantly reproduced in two neurons 
simultaneously, since the changes in PsPEs recorded from one 
neuron did not necessarily alter the SpTAs produced by neurons 
recorded simultaneously on the same electrode.  In addition, it 

would be interesting to attempt to execute this experiment in 
the motor cortex ipsilateral to the arm being moved.  Lastly, I 
would like to include the suppression of specific muscles into 
the OC task contingency so that the monkey can not simply 
contract all muscles to get rewarded, but has to selectively 
activate only one or a few muscles.    

However, before these studies could begin, we must first 
complete this study by recording more data and quantifying 
other aforementioned changes in SpTAs that seem to be 
occurring between the squeeze task and the various OC tasks 
with different muscles.  For example, are neurons more often 
losing effects or gaining effects during the OC task?  Are the 
effects ever changing from inhibitory or facilitory?  If not, could 
we induce this?  Furthermore, how often was a facilitory effect 
induced in one muscle during the OC task accompanied by 
an inhibitory effect in an antagonistic muscle?  As mentioned, 
it will also be necessary to control for increased neural firing 
rate, muscular activity to ensure that these are not responsible 
for the observed changes in SpTAs during the OC task.  In 
addition, it would be ideal to measure the simultaneous 
activity in other muscles not being recorded elsewhere in the 
body to ensure that increased tension across other muscles in 
the body are not simply heightening the number of EPSPs in 
the recorded muscles, making the increased neural firing rate 
during the OC task the little spark that activates a functioncal 
connection between the neuron and the muscle.

Conclusion
PsPEs are variable and can be induced and reproduced 

when operantly conditioning the synchronous activity of one 
M1 neuron and one muscle.  Switching between the voluntary 
task and the OC paradigm produced noticeable changes 

Figure 6:  The above graph depicts a histogram of the number of neuron-muscle pairs during the OC task with specific change in PPIs over baseline.  As evident 
by the graph, 117 neuron-muscle pairs did not have a significant change in PPI during the OC task over baseline and were therefore plotted as 0.  However, a large 
number of neuron-muscle pairs did have a significant change in PPI during the OC task, with as high as 20 and as low as -20 change in PPI over baseline.
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in SpTA effects with three principle constant findings: 1) 
SpTAs of one neuron and many muscles vary in significance 
and PPI depending on the task paradigm (OC or voluntary 
squeeze tasks) 2) conditioning different muscles produces 
different SpTA patterns in the same neuron-muscle pairs and 
3) conditioning one neuron-muscle induces similar SpTA 
patterns across all muscles each time it is added to the OC 
paradigm.
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jur: What is your research about/what applications does it have?

To truly understand how humans control our muscles in everday life, we must 
understand the nature of the functional connections between the brain and the 
muscles. In the long term, such understanding will allow us to construct more 
effective brain-machine interfaces, robotic limbs that are directly driven by signals 
extracted from motor cortex.

jur: What motivated you to do this project?

Wondering how our brains control such a variety of movements so rapidly and with 
such precision in such a variety of contexts has always been intriguing to me. I really 
wanted to understand how the brain was forming such communications between 
the brain and muscles and whether these connections were changing frequently or 
relatively stable. Understanding this would provide insight into how we can more 
effectively help others with trouble controlling their muscles.

jur: What was the biggest obstacle of this project and how did you overcome it?

The biggest obstacle of this project involved the use of macaques, because if they 
did not feel like working one day, you would lose a whole day of recording. Our 
experiments were often subject to their moods and/or temperament which could be 
frustrating at times. However, with time, the macaques learned to cooperate much 
better for rewards.

jur: Any advice you can give to undergrads who would like to undertake research 
like this (or research in general)?

Follow your interests and find a mentor who will 1) take the time to explain things 
to you, 2) help you develop your interests by knowing what has been done/should 
be done and be able to reference you to papers that interest you, and 3) is open-
minded and likes student involvement in the lab. If something interests you, try 
to get involved in related research. Chances are, if you are interestd in a research 
project enough, it will be a positive experience if you have the right mentor who will 
invest time in you and who likes to teach you and be involved in the lab.
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